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Do you want to lose fat and stay young, all while avoiding cancer, diabetes, heart disease,
Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and a host of other illnesses? The Paleo Solution incorporates the
latest, cutting edge research from genetics, biochemistry and anthropology to help you look, feel
and perform your best. Written by Robb Wolf, a research biochemist who traded in his lab coat
and pocket protector for a whistle and a stopwatch to become one of the most sought after
strength and conditioning coaches in the world. With Robb's unique perspective as both
scientist and coach you will learn how simple nutrition, exercise and lifestyle changes can
radically change your appearance and health for the better.

From Publishers WeeklyAsserting that "modern life causes diabetes, autoimmunity, cancer,
neurodegeneration, and infertility," the first-time author Wolf, a former student of The Paleo
Diet's Lauren Cordain, takes on grains, carbs, vegetarians, misinformation, and other aspects of
modern life with a casual, conversational tone ("Keep your poop where it belongs") that makes
even topics like the components of total cholesterol engaging. Wolf's scientific background
allows him to fully explain hormones, fats, and the digestive process, and helps him put the
fundamentals of evolutionary biology into accessible context. He argues that, in addition to
dietary changes, a focus on the quality and duration of sleep and a fitness routine is needed,
and photographs accompanied by detailed instructions guide readers through simple exercises.
Recognizing the time crunch of modern life, Wolf's program is created to require minimum time
and expense. While a grain-free, dairy-free diet may sound difficult to implement, he suggests a
commitment-light 30-day trial and provides a four-week menu with simple recipes like Slow
Cooker Pork Loin, Chicken Alfredo, and Pizza with a nut-based crust. An extensive list of
references, primarily from peer-reviewed journals, lends credence to an intriguing argument.(c)
Copyright PWxyz, LLC. All rights reserved.Review"I am a firm believer in The Paleo Solution. I
maintain a hectic schedule that starts early and finishes late. Filming a television series,
maintaining my fitness, and being a mom can be harrowing some days. Since adopting a Paleo
way of eating I look and feel better, and I know that I am setting a good example for my
daughter."—Eva La Rue, star of 'CSI: Miami'"I've watched as The Paleo Solution healed people
after medical professionals had given up. Whether you're an athlete, or simply uninterested in
becoming a health care statistic—there are no more excuses! Now you will finally look, feel, and
perform as well as your genes will allow. Robb Wolf changed my life, and he's about to change
yours too."—Kyle Maynard, author of No Excuses and 2004 ESPY Award winner"Robb Wolf and
The Paleo Solution have changed the way I look at diet and nutrition. He's helped me
understand just how critical diet and sleep can be to your overall health and life."—Forrest
Griffin, former UFC Light Heavyweight Champion and author of the bestselling Got Fight?"They



say the worth of a book is to be measured by what you can carry away from it. The Paleo
Solution's value is far reaching for the knowledge that it offers. Robb has taken a unique
approach to health and lifestyle that will help countless people."—John Welbourn, 10-Year NFL
VeteranFrom the Back CoverAbout the AuthorRobb Wolf possesses the unique perspective of
both scientist and personal trainer at NorCal Strength & Conditioning. Robb is an NSCA
Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist, a USAW Olympic Weightlifting coach and a
certified CrossFit Coach. Robb worked as a research biochemist for 5 years, and did Paleolithic
Diet research with Prof. Loren Cordain of Colorado State University and author of the book The
Paleo Diet. Robb is also a review editor for the Journal of Nutrition and Metabolism.Read more
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Diane M. Sanfilippo, “Learn how to eat food that humans were meant to eat, lose weight and
laugh while you do it!. Before I get into my review of Robb Wolf's new book, "The Paleo Solution:
The Original Human Diet," you should know that I've now attended Robb's "The Paleolithic
Solution Seminar" twice and can honestly say that this guy is the real deal. He's extremely
passionate about his work and, more importantly, about only presenting ideas and information
that will help people. He has no interest in promoting information or action plans that are
contrary to getting people looking, feeling and performing better. What good would that serve?
Regardless of the information he presents in his seminar or in the book I'm about to review,
Robb maintains that he does not want his message to become gospel and never face a
contrarian view. He wants those of us who may think he doesn't know what he's talking about to
prove him wrong, badly. Because, up until now, he's yet to see someone fail to thrive when they
really follow the plan he sets forth for us in his teachings.In "The Paleo Solution," Wolf offers up
his take on what is known amongst the nutritional and archeological science circles as a hunter-
gatherer diet and lifestyle. As a former biochemist working in cancer research, Wolf's transition
into studying and then promoting Paleolithic nutrition as an ideal human diet was rooted firmly in
a personal history of dietary manipulations and an ever declining state of health. He covers the
historical and evolutionary developments in diets of various societies/tribes and discusses the
implications of these dietary changes on their health. Wolf highlights the one major historical
change (the agricultural or Neolithic revolution) that has taken place across nearly all human
diets and the results that the change has had on the development of disease and an overall,
ubiquitous state of un-wellness in human beings. It's Wolf's belief that there are very specific
foods, namely grains, legumes and dairy, that are at the root of most modern-day problems of
diseases and ailment. Such problems include but are not limited to "cardiovascular disease,
cancer, diabetes, autoimmunity and infertility." (p. 47) The notion of a hunter-gatherer or "original
human diet" really clicked with me. For a while I had been thinking that we need to STOP eating
like Americans and START eating like human beings. It makes sense that there is a name for this
diet, since we seem to like to label everything in this society. With that label comes a large
community of people who are living this way and enjoying optimal health. With that label will also
come the naysayers, and to them I say, read the book and just try it for yourself before you poo-
poo the concept entirely. Don't knock it 'til you've tried it, right?Overall, I found "The Paleo
Solution" to be informative, entertaining, accessible and well presented. Wolf takes us through a
historical approach to his modern-day living recommendations and provides information along
the way of why they work. In a sometimes quite sarcastic tone and conversational writing style,
he explains physiological implications of foods he suggests are deleterious to our health and
exactly how and why negative things happen in our bodies as a result of consuming those foods.
He goes on to dispel common myths that circulate about nutrition and lifestyle (including the
notion that consuming saturated fat causes high cholesterol and that running on a treadmill for



hours will unlock the ultimate key to health and longevity) and then presents a practical
application of how to make this what-once-was-old-is-new-again primal approach on how to
feed, water and move yourself.While I did expect to learn, or re-learn I should say, a lot about the
concept of why grains, legumes and dairy are at the root of the health problems many suffer
from in today's world, I did not expect to be laughing along the way. Wolf has a great ability to
keep the reader engaged and recognize when he's gotten in pretty deep with scientific jargon
just in time to pull back to a more basic level of explaining the concepts through analogies and
anecdotal examples. Repeatedly throughout the book, he challenges you to NOT believe what
he says, but to DO the work and either prove him wrong or see how it works for you. He repeats
several times throughout the book that "Paleo works, but only if you do it." (p. 200)It is Wolf's
proposition that people will all look, feel and perform better if they adopt a Paleo diet and adhere
to some basic lifestyle principles such as getting optimal amounts of sleep and keeping stress
levels to a minimum. He presents several case studies of men and women in different situations
and with different problems, all resolved using his recommendations. He builds a very solid case
and I'm apt to believe it largely because I don't think he has any motivation to present false
information. Wolf isn't selling us anything other than the notion that if we make some changes in
our lives, we will experience improved health. Period. He's not proposing that there's any magic
pill, potion or bar that will be able to better supply nutrition to us than real, actual food we can go
out and buy ourselves. Imagine that?! In fact, the healthier we are, the LESS he may profit since
fewer of us will step into his gym (Wolf co-owns the Men's Health Top 30-Ranked NORCAL
Strength & Conditioning in Chico, CA). All that said, the one perspective I would like to have
seen in this book was one of an elderly person who possibly grew up eating mainly Paleolithic
foods (since that's what likely was available when they were young) but transitioned to a
Neolithic diet that was similar to what we see in most modern-day Americans and has
experienced good health (with the medical records, or lack thereof, to prove it) into his or her
golden years. Granted, it would be Wolf's proposition that this person likely doesn't exist, but still
I'd like to see one of those centenarians to whom Willard Scott wishes a Happy Birthday on the
Today show take a stand for bread, pasta and milk. Just for argument's sake. I won't hold my
breath.The goal Wolf sets out to accomplish with "The Paleo Solution" is to simply have you try
this way of eating and living for 30 days. If you really do what he recommends, he's confident
that your results will be compelling enough that you'll likely stick to the Paleo way of life. While he
presents information from countless scientific studies (cited extensively in the References
section of the book), he follows them up with highlights of real-life stories from the hundreds of
clients he's helped at his gym and testimonials from the thousands more he's helped from afar
with his website/blog,podcast and seminars.Wolf gives you the tools you need to make this
lifestyle a reality for yourself in what he calls "Your Paleo Solution" by offering up a 30-Day Meal
plan with recipes. While many people tend to think broadly about "this way of eating" and say
"but I don't know how to shop this way" or "I don't know how to cook this way," Wolf responds
with the following questions:"Have you ever eaten some eggs and bacon for breakfast?""Have



you ever eaten a salad with some chicken or grilled fish for lunch?""Have you ever had some
meat or seafood with veggies for dinner?"If you answered yes to those questions, which it's likely
you have, Wolf says "Well, kiddo, you have, on separate days, already eaten several weeks, if
not months, of "Paleo meals." You simply have not strung them together to the exclusion of crap
food. You do know how to do this. You can do this. It's simply a question ofwill you do it." (p.
214)While some of the science in "The Paleo Solution" may be enough to put you into a fetal
position (Wolf's words, not mine) for a good hour (that is, if you haven't already zoned out and
started daydreaming about the pasta, pie and ice cream he's asking you to forego), most of what
Wolf presents is easy to read and understand for anyone interested in improving his or her
health. He lets us know right up front that if we don't care about the "whys" of it all, we can jump
right into the practical application chapters (I'd say from Chapter 8 on) and read up on just how
and what to do. If you already know something about a Paleo diet, well the science that Wolf
presents is enough to not only make your head spin with terms like gluconeogenesis, advanced
glycation end products and non-insulin mediated glucose transport, it's also what you need to
know in order to explain your newly caveman-like ways to friends and family. Though I'll say from
experience that unless you think someone really wants to know why you're eating what you're
eating, it's best to just stick to the basics in explaining your approach if at all possible, then throw
a copy of Wolf's book at them. (Hi, Mom! I hope you enjoy the book I'm sending to you
shortly.)Clearly Wolf believes wholeheartedly that the recommendations he makes will improve
your health, and he's willing to "throw himself in front of a bus," as he said on one of his recent
interviews, to keep you from eatinggluten. That said, he understands that there will be times
when people will want to "kick up their heels" and enjoy something a bit indulgent. To this he
responds, "Let's not turn this into a religion, OK?" and maintains that the notion of something not
being "Paleo" therefore we should never consume it (in this case he's talking about alcohol and
his infamous NorCal Margarita recipe) represents exactly the type of group-think mentality that
he's trying to avoid. (p.139) He wants us to think for ourselves and question and debate his
ideas, but not without really doing it first in order to accurately prove him wrong. I appreciate this
approach since something I pride myself on as a nutrition coach is understanding and
supporting the idea that there will need to be ways of cutting loose from time to time. That said, I
agree with Wolf in that cutting loose doesn't need to mean completely falling off the wagon and
damaging your digestion and health in the process.Along with dietary changes, Wolf presents
his lifestyle recommendations of getting plenty of sleep in a dark room, (Wait, I thought this was
a DIET book and now you're telling me to sleep?!), reducing points of stress in your life, perhaps
working a little less and playing a little more, engaging with family and friends in a fun and social
way and moving. No, not your home, your body. (p. 135-140) Wolf calls it "activity" and outlines a
program that's useful for anyone who may not have done much exercise in years in his chapter
entitled "Ancestral Fitness." Following the section on sleep, stress management, fun and
movement, came one of my absolute favorite parts of the book, and likely because I was
pleasantly surprised to be reading it in a "diet" book. It's a part entitled "Do You Own Your



Things, or Do Your Things Own You?" This is a concept that's been pretty close to my heart
lately as I've moved three times in the last three years, each time purging my space and my
collection of stuff, useful and otherwise, exponentially as I've moved from a two bedroom
apartment to a one bedroom apartment, and most recently to a studio. I love that Wolf poses this
question to readers to get them to sit back and really THINK about how our stuff impacts how we
feel on a daily basis. He even goes so far as to lay it all out there and say that "Having more
[stuff] (cars, TVs, houses, shoes... you know, [junk]) does not make you happier. In fact, it makes
you unhappy and whittles away your life and causes stress." (p. 140) Here, here! That's just it,
folks, taking on a new diet isn't just about the food. It's about making a mental and physical shift.
It's about changing your mind, your environment and your entire life to be healthier and
happier.Robb Wolf's "The Paleo Solution: The Original Human Diet," is definitely a book I'll be
recommending that all of my clients read. As a fan of his previous work, a regular reader of his
blog and a regular listener of his podcast, I've come to regard Wolf as one of my mentors on the
subject of nutrition, health and performance. It's not often that you find a person whose
recommendations align with your own general notions of what is "right" for people to be eating,
but also someone who recognizes that we are more than molecular beings and that we are
entire physical and emotional systems working together to create either health or illness within.
Knowing that caring for the human animal is both a science and an art is something I think that
Wolf gets and it shows in his work and his passion for not only the subject, but for creating health
in the lives of people who look to him for guidance. A "diet book" shouldn't leave you feeling
miserable and with a list of bland, unsatisfying foods to eat. It should get excited about all the
great things that there are to eat, and motivate you to take charge do some work and make it
happen for yourself; create "Your Paleo Solution," as Wolf would say. Now it's time for me to go
cook up a big grass-fed steak.”

Tiffany D. Smith, “WHAT I HAD BEEN SEARCHING FOR! LEARN ABOUT PALEO!!!. I have read
several of the Paleo diet books but I love this one the most!- Its written by a person to a person
as opposed to what I call dry "DR. speak" It still has the info you need just put in a more
personable format and Robbs personality shines right through! . I know from the other reviews
some say this is "dumbed down" - I call it "user friendly" ! If you want a more medically written
book on Paleo then buy one written by a Dr. Whatever floats your boat- to each his own and all
that - just get yourself informed about Paleo! I think that dumbed down is the way I thought about
nutrition before I got my mind wrapped around paleo nutrition. I thought we ate good food and
healthy too. i went to see nutritionists and I was giving my own personal copy of the food
pyramid and tried soooooo many diets! weight watcher, atkins, fen fen, lapband-I wish I had
found this 25 years ago! This lifestyle and way of thinking has changed our lives! We love it!
Health has never been so easy- and to think i didn'tknow what i was going to do without bread
and cereal! I will never go back after these results!Heres my little background on it-I started
paleo back in late August of this year after being about as sick as I could get the last couple of



years- Last Dec.2011 I came down with a serious case of strep throat and finally after 4mos of
strong antibiotics I kicked it -yes 4 months and my husband had it to for 2mos.!!! a year before
that some how I got MRSA internally-My DR.s were at a loss as to how I could contract it and of
course tons of antibiotics for 3 months . Too many colds and sinus infections over the years to
mention and a other issues with weight and insulin sensitivity, infertility ever since I can
remember. I started reading up on weak immune system and found "leaky gut"- and the paleo
diet kept coming up as the best "cure" for this so I jumped in head first scared as hell of how I
was going to do this with 2 kids ( no bead and cereal!) but we were not "well" as a family and I
was deseperate for change so I dove in- child protests and all. We did go through some rough
spots where the kids were coming home saying they were teased at school because their
lunches looked different than the other kids with cheetos and peanut butter sandwiches and
juice boxes. but i never gave my kids junky chip snacks anyway. I had to just stand my ground
that they were getting the "best" lunch possibleSandwiches were replaced by chicken drumstiks
and romaine turkey wraps and such. Somethingreen in the lunchbox!Its amazing when a child
comes to you and says" i think eatting like cavemen is helping us mom - we aren't getting sick
like we used to."Now they like it and they "get" it because even they are seeing the change-but
we did definitely have a transition period and I knew it wouldn't be easy but I also knew the road
we had been traveling was not working for us so I pushed forward.Here we are at the end of
November about 3 months into this and by this time every year prior we are all so sick with colds
and coughs and sinus infections beyond belief and guess what my little girl has a very mild
sniffle- thats it-just a sniffle! I would usually be doling out cough syrups and all kinds of comfort
meds and prescriptions- not so far! Oh and by the way I have dropped 20 lbs not even intending
to lose weight-my goal was to strenghthen my immune system-so yeehaw right?!?!?. -Oh and
another thing- my hubbies bloodwork came back since we started this diet his total cholesterol is
down 50 points from 197 to 147 and triglycerides are down 60 points from 187 to 127 and lost
27 lbs so far-with out trying! his Dr wants to know whats hes been doing- hes probly scared-
this isn't good for his business is it? My Doc-hes a new one for me- had me take a whole lipid
panel back in July because I am over weight and I think he was sure I would come in with bad
numbers-they like prescribe meds for this right?! I already knew my numbers weren't terribly
bad but he was sure I needed help there. Total cholesterol 127, I need to improve my good at
only 43. Tryglicerides at 131. AIC 5.6 and BP 116/68. When he got these results back he just
stood there for a long moment and said nothing- I had to pay a $20 copay for nothing! I go back
on Dec. 4th for my annual blood work and about 3mos post SAD diet so I am really interested in
my new results. Then I really started thinking about the education my Dr.s have -I started looking
at the bigger picture of how messed up medical and science is in this country and of course the
Government and the food pyramid thing. My Husband is a BSN considering his next educational
move to a Nurse Practitioner with a nutrition focus-public health- think about that phrase "public
health" HMMMMMMMM!. Hes figuring he will have to take the classes which are based on
current health information -food pyramid(jump through the legal hoops) to get the piece of paper



to hang on the door so he can toss out what he had to learn and base a practice on Paleo
nutrition. Our country is wheat/grain dependant I can't see the government ever changing the
food pyramid- theres simply too much money at steak. "They" don't want us healthy- public
unwellness is a massive industry. Wheat/grain is a comodity-(commm maaauuud iiitteeee)
Things that make you Hmmmmmmm.....We live in the desert southwest in about the most
extreme conditions so there are no real farms here no farmers market-I want to live near these
things - I have not transitioned to grass fed meat yet as it is not available here and of course all
produce and everything is trucked in- very hard to grow a garden here as the growing season is
short between the last freeze and our summer temperature climb to well into the 1teens. - I order
a lot of stuff off the internet because of lack of availability here and sometime things are available
here but cost less to buy and have shipped to me from online- too weird! I do try to shop locally
as much as possible. I want to find a place where i can take the kids to a pick your own berrys
farm and where i can grow a garden and have goats and chickens and rabbits. frienldy climate.
Going paleo has really made us think about where we live and and whats not nutritionally
available here where we live and where do we want to be. Where are there organic produce
farms in abundance and grass fed cattle and free range chickens?”

G-Man, “Very detailed and informative. A very easy read, although it does get quite detailed in
when describing the biological and hormonal impacts of certain food types. Robb Wolf knows his
stuff, and I like his writing style. I also follow his podcasts. I've seen a real change in my
bodyweight and composition while following a Paleo diet for the past 3 months. I wouldn't class
myself as Paleo purist; I use the diet as more of a template. For example, I drink coffee every day
with a splash of milk (ideally, you cut ALL dairy out) and occasionally have the odd legume
(again, ideally you'd only be eating root or green leafy veg!). I guess the same with any diet, you
get different results depending on what you are prepared to put in but it has to be sustainable.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book for Paleo lovers and those looking for a diet-based approach
to curing illness. A great introduction to the Paleo diet, but it doesn't just tell you what you should
do to lose weight, it addresses all aspects of diet and evolutionary history. It explains why the
modern diet is bad for us. It explains exactly how processed foods, trans-fats, Omega-6, grains
and other foodstuffs make us ill, what sort of illnesses, and how we can address them through
diet.It's also written in a fun style that makes the science not too painful to read!As appears to be
quite common with Kindle books, there are a fair number of spelling and punctuation errors, but
if you can ignore that then this book is a must for anyone looking to treat illness through diet
rather than medication, as well as people new to Paleo and even Paleo veterans like myself who
just want a bit more detail.For instance, since reading this I've upped my omega-3 and Vit D3
intake considerably - I'm now sleeping better, getting less stressed, have better skin and more
energy, so thanks Robb!”



Heather Booth, “Great first paleo book to get started.. As someone completely new to paleo, I
was overwhelmed by the array of books available to read on this subject. I downloaded a few
sample chapters of books that looked good and this one appealed the most.Robb Wolf write
with knowledge and humour and his work makes sense. The book doesn't take long to read and
you're left with the confidence to get started and make the changes needed.An excellent book
that has inspired me to try it for 30 days, as he suggests. I'll let you know how it goes!”

Sarah JB, “life changing!. If you're going to buy one book to support you in the journey to a
healthy you, lean, full of energy, and in good health all around, well, this is it. Robb has analysed,
simplified and compiled so much research for his book, it could be a work of art. It's much more.
You'll find, spelled out in layman's terms, what food has what impact on your body, and what we
humans are designed to function with. My fellow frenchies will probably say that it's "just good
old normal food". Indeed it is, now we know why, and we know why it works for us. It has helped
me returned to my healthy (french) self in any case. As for you, would you put unleaded in your
car to fuel its turbo diesel engine? Nah. Didn't think so.”

Stephen Reed, “A Seminal Work. Robb Wolf has presented his take on the paleo lifestyle in a
way that is entertaining, a little nerdy in parts, full of interesting science as well as anecdotes, in
a way that is educational and enthralling.I have been eating what some now like to term a diet
based on 'evolutionary nutrition' for some time, and although Robb's book is a couple of years
old now, it still presents a great deal of information to those considering such a lifestyle, as well
as to those who are living it or just interested.His chapters on sleep and exercise are particularly
interesting to me, but the book is a great work, I've read it twice in the space of a month. Well
worth reading.”

The book by Robb Wolf has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 2,080 people have provided feedback.
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